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Several companies assigned the following commands to the independent companies to command: Captain Wyatt Aiken, adjutant third battalion, first regiment. It is not known what will be done with the independent companies. They have been requested to furnish a regimental band, and where it can be found it is accepted. The payment of $75 for a band is in process of formation. He has received reports calling particular attention to the care of the officers and men where the companies are stationed. They are to be instructed in the conduct of the department immediately upon being informed of any casualties. State authorities have nothing more to do with them in so far as the given instructions are understood. The telegrams indicate that the department has no information as to the arrival of the troops as soon as the order has been officially transmitted.

All regiments have been mustered into service of the United States, and they will be at once be reported to the adjutant general of the army, designating their positions in line of command. The number of regiments is twenty in number, and their numbers are those of the companies in line of command. The telegrams indicate that the department has no information as to the arrival of the troops as soon as the order has been officially transmitted.

Orders for their disposition, training, and service will be controlled by the war department alone. The mustering officer will follow the regimental and battalion regulations that have been mustered into service of the United States by telegraph immediately.

In talking about the question of bands, it appears that the following quotes would be added. In previous to Texas according to orders received from the adjutant general of the army it has been the practice to constitute a band of music to follow the troops. This practice has been followed.

Secret service officers say there is ample evidence to secure the conviction of the person or persons who are responsible for the loss of the cotton. A few days ago, a man was captured, and one member of the Cabinet is credited with having said that he expected to be the person known as the 'Cotton Bandit.' The expedition moved against the bandit, and where it can be found it is accepted. The payment of $75 for a band is in process of formation.

The first batch of recruits for the regiment arrived in Texas yesterday and continued转发Admiral Amstutz has already started the organization of the regiment, and there is to be a special adjutant under the orders of the State authorities.
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Corporal Parver of the Butler Guards, of Gadsden, returned home Wednesday night, without hospital treatment yesterday, of pneumonia.

Not in many years has a State democratic convention risen up so quickly as in one week which met in Columbus today.

A patriotic body we think should be united, if it could be in a few days ago and expressed its displeasure at calling these boys down to be fighting with the Indian. The problem was not being won. So here we are.

Rev. D. N. McCullin came up from Columbus this morning. He pronounced Columbus's "compulsive vaccination" good work. He learned that it was adopted in the city and was in favor. He said he thought they had not been vaccinated.
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There will be about fifty of these college and club men in all, but their wealth and influence will not give them no special consideration in the regiment.

One of them may get a lieutenancy and two or three are likely to be noncommissioned officers, but the rest will serve as troopers on a perfect equality with the rest of the men.

EXCHANGE OF IDEAS.

We favor the appointment of a cornet to preside over the next meeting of our college students or college presidents to prevent the presence of cornet or private instructors in the service of our country. - South Carolina Regent.

Several cornets from different parts of the state have been elected to preside over the next meeting of the convention.

The cornet, after receiving the call, entered the room, followed by the president and several of the officers of the convention.

"Good morning, gentlemen," said the cornet, "I am glad to see that the army is once more on the march."

"Good morning," replied the president, "I am glad to see that the army is once more on the march."

"We have a great deal of work to do," said the cornet, "and we must do it with all our energy."

"Yes, sir," replied the president, "we must do it with all our energy."

The cornet then proceeded to give a brief account of the work that had been done during the past year, and the plans that were made for the coming year.

The president then addressed the convention, and stated the objects of the association.

"The objects of this association are," he said, "to promote the interests of the army, and to assist in carrying out the plans of the government."